In these strange times, it’s easy to feel lonely. Even the passion you feel for your VW Camper is not always enough on its own, let alone the frustration of knowing that the open road is still out there, waiting...

Enter stage right the VW Type 2 Owners Club. This British Club decided to create a feeling of togetherness when people can’t actually get together, with a simple event built around the joy that only a VW Campervan can bring.

Using the Club’s Facebook and Instagram pages plus good old email, on April 5th the VWT2OC encouraged its members to take their Sunday morning coffee out to their bus, and get a picture.

“Nick and I had been joking for weeks about camping out on the driveway,” said Events Organiser Lorna, “...we always sleep better in Poppy! Spurred on by input from a member who wanted to feel connected, and the fact that you can never have too many photos of buses, we came up with the virtual coffee format. We’ll be trying something similar on VE Day!”

Not everyone had access to their bus – some being in storage, in the workshop, at home while people were away caring for relatives, or simply not available on the oil rig where the member was based! But people valiantly entered the spirit of the thing, with well over 100 photos shared, and these are some of the results...
About the Club

The Volkswagen Type 2 Owners Club is a UK-wide club for owners and enthusiasts of the classic Volkswagen transporter van in all its guises. The Club aims to help its members maintain their vehicles, both as preserved historic vans and as restored, or otherwise reclaimed, going concerns - keeping a family travelling and camping happily. With members spread right across the UK and some overseas members too, the Club tries to provide activities and events that everyone can attend and enjoy. They have a strong presence at some of the UK’s biggest VW events as well as running their own camps and smaller meetings.

Find out more at vwt2oc.co.uk and on Facebook.